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Abstract

In this paper, we describe and evaluate a scalable
network of Active Elements (AE) that implements user-
empowered virtual-multicast overlay network for syn-
chronous data distribution and processing in the network.
The AE network is based on strict separation of control
plane and data plane. The control plane is organized as
peer-to-peer network in order to achieve robustness and
user-empowered approach while sacrificing efficiency to
some extent. The data plane which handles the actual data
distribution is optimized for efficiency and allows pluggable
implementation of different distribution models. We present
a prototype implementation with control plane based on
JXTA peer-to-peer substrate and evaluate its behavior, ro-
bustness, and efficiency. We also describe some pilot appli-
cations the AEs network can be used with.

1 Introduction

Virtual collaborative environments as well as general

multi-point synchronous multimedia distribution require

some kind of multi-point distribution service. This can be

implemented either as a native network service (e.g. IPv4

or IPv6 multicast), or it needs to be implemented on appli-

cation level. In our previous work, we have shown both ad-

vantages and drawbacks of implementing this service on ap-

plication level based on UDP packet reflector [1]. This ap-

proach has been later generalized into Active Element (AE),

which supports building AE networks for more scalable and

robust data distribution [2]. The AE is based on strict sep-

aration of control plane used for network setup and main-

tenance and data distribution plane used for the actual data

distribution to clients. The AEs have shown to be useful for

a wide scale of applications, ranging from low-bandwidth

streams for mobile devices to high-definition uncompressed

video streams with multi-gigabit bandwidth [3]. In this pa-

per, we focus on implementing a peer-to-peer (P2P) orga-

nized control plane based on JXTA P2P framework [4].

Related work There is significant effort put into build-

ing P2P networks and frameworks. Most of them are how-

ever used primarily for asynchronous applications like file

sharing where latency of transmission is not critical. A

synchronous data distribution P2P network similar to our

AEs is EVO1, announced about a year after our AE ap-

proach was published. This project tries to augment VRVS

videoconferencing service2 based on reflectors deployed in

centralistic way. EVO adds intelligent overlay network on

the top of the existing network of reflectors. This overlay

network comprises Panda agents, which operate reflectors,

and Koala end-user Java based application. Compared to

our system, it is provided as closed source software bun-

dle. Another synchronous multimedia distribution applica-

tion based on P2P approach is Skype, but this is closed-

source and little is known about its actual internals, as the

authors have made it very obfuscated as shown in [5].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2

briefs architecture of AE with separated data plane and con-

trol plane and discusses interactions within an AE network.

Section 3 gives description of the actual implementation

called jSon and results of the prototype evaluation are dis-

cussed in Section 3.2. Section ?? proposes steps for future

work and work summary and concluding remarks are given

in Section 4.

2 Network of Active Elements

The Active Element (AE) [1] is a user-empowered UDP

packet reflector, which replicates all incoming traffic to all

registered clients. The term user-empowered means that the

whole environment can be set up and managed by a user

and there is no need for additional network services nor spe-

cial support by system/network administrators. Because all

data goes through the AE, the AE can process it in various

ways. Thus the AE can ensure multi-point data distribution

1http://monalisa.cern.ch:8080/Upload/VRVS-EVO_
ESnet05.ppt.

2http://www.vrvs.org/
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and on-demand processing for user-empowered collabora-

tive environments. The serious problem of the single AE is

limited scalability and missing robustness and therefore AE

network has been proposed. The first solution were AEs

interconnected by predefined static data distribution mod-

els [6]. But such a system lacks load-balancing, dynamic

recovery capability, and it requires a manual setup.

Therefore the model has been extended into a self-

organizing AE network [2] that features higher level of ro-

bustness and scalability for the collaborative environment

support. The self-organized AE network assumes strict sep-

aration of control plane and data plane. The control plane

is used for building control channels between the AEs and

also for distributing information on available collaborative

groups, content, capabilities of each individual AE, and also

properties of the underlying network. The control plane is

supposed to be implemented as a peer-to-peer overlay net-

work in order to achieve maximum robustness while stick-

ing to the user-empowered paradigm. The data plane is used

for the actual synchronous distribution of multimedia con-

tent distributed by the AE network. It allows for pluggable

implementation of various data distribution models, which

can be deployed based on their suitability to specific envi-

ronment, where the AE network is run.

The level of robustness and scalability of the AE network

depends on both the control plane and the data plane. For

the robustness, the control plane is however more impor-

tant, as the data distribution model can be recomputed or

even changed to different model, provided that control plane

is able to keep communication channels between the AEs

established. On the other hand, scalability of the AE net-

work depends on the data distribution model, as the amount

of communication through the control plane is much lower

compared to the data plane.

Data Distribution Plane Data distribution models spec-

ify data distribution among AEs and clients in the specific

collaborative session. They need to support fast rebuild-

ing in case of failure, based on information provided by the

control plane. Also they need to adapt to largely varying

requirements of client applications – some may be critical

in terms of latency, others in terms of bandwidth utilized.

Several basic distribution models have been described and

analyzed in terms of scalability and robustness in [2], in-

cluding simple 2D full mesh model, 3D layered mesh model

with and without intermediate AEs, and (multiple redun-

dant) spanning trees.

Peer-to-Peer Control Plane The control plane for the AE

network has been proposed to be of P2P architecture be-

cause of the following three reasons: P2P networks (1)

provide auto-discovery mechanisms so that new network

elements can join the network without complicated pre-

configuration by the user, (2) feature very good degree of

robustness under changing network conditions and even

in hostile networking environments including firewalls and

NATs, (3) retain user-empowered approach entirely, so that

no administrative permissions are needed for their setup and

operation. Because the P2P network route messages inside

the P2P overlay network, the message does not need to fol-

low the shortest path in the network – but this is not signif-

icant problem for the control messages, unless the latency

increase compared to the underlying network is exception-

ally large.

P2P networks can be divided into the several categories,

such as pure and hybrid P2P architectures. We have cho-

sen hybrid P2P topology with loosely-consistent distributed

hash table (DHT) search mechanism because it known to

have balanced levels of scalability and robustness. It also

allows searching for known content (hash search) as well as

for unknown content (wildcard search). Hybrid type of P2P

needs fewer management messages to get working com-

pared to pure P2P and simple DHT-based models.

Communication in the AE network There are two types

of entities in the AE networks: AEs and clients. The AEs

manage the whole AE network and distribution schemes,

while clients may only join the network, look for content,

create/destroy conferences, join/leave the conferences, and

send/receive data. For robustness reasons, each AE and also

each client may have multiple (redundant) connections es-

tablished with other AEs.

Clients are able to create conferences by making a re-

quest to the AE network and any suitable AE handles the re-

quest (anycast approach). This AE creates the group, which

represents the conference, and invites the client to it. Then

the communication tunnel may be established for audio,

video, or other type of media among the AE and the client.

In terms of the distribution scheme, it invites other AEs

into this newly created group. The distribution schemes are

computed and applicable only within this group.

The conference creating request, which user sends to the

AE, contains information about conference itself such as

name, description, start of conference, end of conference,

and access rules. The conferences are persistent for the time

given in the conference initiation request. This means that

a conference exists even if there are no clients connected

to it; this feature can be used, e.g., when conference par-

ticipants need to store some data persistently for the whole

duration of the conference regardless of whether clients are

connected or not.

When the conference is created, anybody can search for

that conference and if the access rules allow it, he/she can

join the conference. The client and the AE periodically

exchange information about AEs participating in the cur-

rent videoconference. AE also periodically monitors the
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distance between his neighbors based on round-trip time

(RTT). It can be also extended to support other measures

like available bandwidth, jitter, and other parameters im-

portant for synchronous multimedia distribution and pro-

cessing. This behavior is important for the data distribution

plane to be optimized, e.g. to compute minimum spanning

tree, the control plane provides the graph comprising AEs

as nodes and network lines as RTT-weighted vertices.

When some failure occurs in the network or some AE

fails while the conference is running, the control plane of

the AE network recognizes it and initiates reorganization of

the actual distribution scheme in a time-frame of seconds.

3 jSon Prototype

The prototype implementation of the AE-based with

JXTA-based control plane has been named jSon by us. It

is a stand-alone modular application, which is split into the

following two parts: the first part provides functionality of

the AE and the second part implements the client side. Ex-

ample of an AE network using jSon is shown in the Fig-

ure 1.

AE

AE

AE

AE

Figure 1. Example of a jSon network. Com-
munication between clients and AEs is
shown in the black lines ( ), while inter-
AE communication is shown in dotted black
lines ( ). Colored lines ( , ) represent
data flows in two collaborative sessions.

3.1 Prototype Implementation

For implementing jSon we chose JXTA P2P framework

[4]. The JXTA is a set of protocols which can create

a virtual overlay network on top of the existing network

infrastructure. The JXTA virtual network allows peers

to exchange messages with other peers independently of

their network location and trickiness of the network en-

vironment. Messages are transparently routed, potentially

traversing firewalls and/or NATs, possibly using different

transport/transfer protocols (TCP/IP, HTTP, etc.) to reach

the receiving peers even if these are on non-IP networks.

jSon is implemented on top of a JXTA implementation

in the C language (JXTA-C), because the whole AE frame-

work has been implemented in the C language previously

for portability and efficiency reasons. We had to do some

changes to the JXTA framework to better fit our needs. We

had to fix numerous bugs3, added functionality like is get-

ting bootstrap peers from the web servers, improved logging

facility to provide information needed for evaluating robust-

ness and scalability, and also added support for JxtaNetMap

protocol. We also changed built-in parameters of JXTA to

react faster on failures occurring in the AE network as dis-

cussed in last part of performance evaluation below.

jSon is a modular application consisting of the following

modules:

• ID generation – Each entity in JXTA network has

its own identity called ID. This module can override

JXTA default behavior of ID generation.

• Network Information Service – Information about

available content and capabilities of the AE is man-

aged by this module and published into the AE net-

work. This module gathers information like machine

hostname and underlying network address, operating

system, capabilities of AE, and many others. It also

maintains information on available content – currently

running collaborative sessions together with available

formats of media/data streams, all maintained in hier-

archical structure described in [2].

• Messenger center – This module takes care of mes-

sages handling and consists of two parts – one for

sending messages and the other for receiving mes-

sages. The messages may be sent to all the peers within

the initial group, any subgroup, or to particular peer or

subset of peers. The messages have their own special

format with each message having its own name, pri-

ority and parameters. Priority determines the order of

the processing of messages received at the same time

on the receiving side and it determines the type of the

message, too. If the priority is less than one thousand,

the message is control message; if the message prior-

ity is greater then one thousand, it is an informational

message. On a reception event, the message is parsed

by this module and data is sent to the appropriate func-

tion for further processing.

• Monitor center – This module is used for gathering

information necessary for JXTANetMap [7] applica-

3JXTA implementation in C seems to be less developed and much less

maintained compared to the reference implementation in Java.
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tion that is a network visualization tool for JXTA net-

works. We have special requirements on the monitor-

ing and therefore we have introduced small changes to

the JXTANetMap protocol. Thus, it is now possible to

display various state information about the AE such as

connected clients, uptime of the AE, available band-

width for the AE data plane, etc.

• Group management – manages peer groups. The

groups are being founded dynamically on demand,

for example “the group of AEs that supports some

transcoding”. Each peer group is described by a struc-

ture which contains all the necessary information to

identify the group, to get the name and ID, to get the

description of the group, and to get the list of peers in

this group.

• Discovery – This module handles all discovery ser-

vice messages. It can react on each incoming message.

When a peer is searching for some unknown informa-

tion in the network (e.g. a wildcard search), it sends a

discovery message. This message is propagated within

peer group and every peer can react on this message us-

ing Discovery module. This module also handles peer

discovery in the network, e.g. when the jSon-based AE

joins in the existing AE network. Group management

module utilizes Discovery module for peer list updat-

ing.

• Diagnostic – is only used for debugging and testing

purposes. It contains a set of testing functions for mes-

sage sending, polling information about peer status,

about connected peers, and about actual state of peer

view.

3.2 Prototype Evaluation

In order to evaluate prototype behavior of the P2P con-

trol plane in real conditions, we made a series of tests lim-

ited to the jSon and the JXTA network. We do not evaluate

scalability and robustness of the data distribution, as this has

already been studied previously in [2].

Our testbed infrastructure consisted of eight comput-

ers with single Pentium 4 processor and 512 MB memory.

All the computers were connected to a local 100 Mbps flat

switched network.

Scalability The first set of tests was focused on P2P con-

trol plane scalability. We have evaluated the influence of

growing number of the AEs in the network on the total num-

ber of the management messages in the AE network and

on the number of the management messages sent and re-

ceived by an individual AE as shown in the Figure 2. We

have started with a network of two AEs and after each ap-

proximately 20 minutes, another AE joined this network

(marked with red dashed line). As we can see from the

graph, the steady-state number of the messages in the whole

network is growing nearly linearly with respect to the num-

ber of AEs. The peeks in the graph represent information

exchange which JXTA is doing in order to reorganize itself.

Also when examining the number of messages sent and re-

ceived by an individual AE during the same test, it turns out

that it remains almost constant (Figure 3). This means that

the growing number of AEs in the network does not have

any significant influence on the load on the other AEs and

therefore the scalability of the AE network is indeed lim-

ited by the data distribution model and amount of data sent

in the network.

To assess long-term stability of the jSon control messag-

ing, we also made long term test where eight AEs were con-

nected to the AE network for forty hours. During the test,

AEs were left without any intervention. The plot in Figure 4

shows number of messages exchanged among AEs in ten

minutes interval. We can see that after initial message ex-

change, the number of management messages is stabilized.
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Figure 2. Influence of growing number of
peers on a number of management messages

Robustness As discussed in the Section 2, a good level

of robustness of the AE network control plane is crucial re-

quirement. It is critical for the data plane robustness since

the data plane reorganization depends on the input infor-

mation provided by the control plane. Because each AE

periodically monitors the availability of its neighbors by

the means of JXTA framework, it can detect the failure of

neighbor AE or failure of link between them in maximum

timeout which is specified in the configuration of each AE.

That is why the robustness evaluation of jSon is actually an

evaluation JXTA network.

The test consists of eight AEs that continuously ex-
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management messages

change messages and these messages are gathered at each

AE. We chose one AE which was connected (column Start
AE in Tables 1 and 2) and disconnected (column Stop AE)

from the AE network in defined times. Time in the table is

related to the start of the test. The column Start receiving
msg indicates the time when the connected AE was starting

to receive messages. The column Delay indicates the time

difference between the connection time and time when AE

starts receiving messages.

We made two tests, the first with default setup of JXTA-

C and second with tuned parametrization . As shown in

Table 1, the default setup of JXTA-C results in a big de-

lay. This is not suitable for robust synchronous collabora-

tive environment, where reactions on failures are needed as

quick as possible. Therefore we have introduced changes

in parametrization of the JXTA framework: (a) we have

increased the number of concurrently connected neighbors

from 1 to 3, (b) decreased the interval between searching for

new AEs, when the AE is not connected, from 2 seconds to

half of a second, and (c) decreased the interval for which

the peer is marked as unreachable, once its unreachability

is detected, from 10 minutes to 5 seconds. These changes

have resulted in shortening the AE reconnection time into

the range of seconds (generally under one second) as shown

in Table 2).

Table 1. Default JXTA-C set up
Round Stop AE [s] Start AE [s] Start receiving Delay [s]

msg [s]

1. 61 62

2. 98 154 220 66

3. 267 273 337 64

4. 355

Table 2. Modified JXTA-C set up
Round Stop AE [s] Start AE [s] Start receiving Delay [s]

msg [s]

1. 48 49

2. 83 121 122 1

3. 161 183 184 1

4. 215 240 241 1

5. 263 275 276 1

6. 300

Latency We have also evaluated behavior of the JXTA

compared to the underlying network in terms of RTT us-

ing standard IPv4 ping and JXTA ping. Though latency is

critical in the data plane and not in the control plane, it is a

useful measure of “efficiency” of an overlay P2P network.

As we can see in the Figure 5, there was an average increase

about 100 μs compared to underlying network. This mea-

surement has however very limited significance, as it was

measured in the non-structured switched network, where

communicating nodes did not have any reason to communi-

cate indirectly as in networks with complex topologies.

3.3 Prototype Applications

The AEs networks are designed to be used with gener-

ally any multimedia application, that relies on RTP/UDP

data transmission. This includes both videoconferenc-

ing tools like MBone Tools4 (RAT for audio,VIC for

video, WB/WBD for shared whiteboard) or OpenMash5 and

unidirectional “broadcasting” applications like VideoLAN

Client6.

4http://www-mice.cs.ucl.ac.uk/multimedia/
software/

5http://www.openmash.org/
6http://www.videolan.org/
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4 Conclusions and Future Work

Active Elements have shown to be effective user-

empowered solution for synchronous distribution of mul-

timedia data in applications like videoconferencing and

broadcasting. In this paper, we have described an im-

plementation of P2P based control plane for Active Ele-

ment. We presented the prototype implementation called

jSon built on the top of the JXTA P2P framework and eval-

uated its performance in terms of scalability and robust-

ness. Scalability evaluation confirms, that scalability is not

limited by the control plane of the AE network. Robust-

ness of the JXTA-based network is good, but to achieve

recovery times suitable for synchronous communication,

re-parametrization of the JXTA was necessary. On a flat

switched network topology, latency increase for message

passing in the P2P overlay network is not significant com-

pared to the latency of the underlying network.

In the future we would like to generate IDs on the basis

of locality in the ID generation module. There are two so-

lutions how to handle the locality problem. First of all we

can follow pure DHT networks searching mechanism and

generate IDs for closer entities (in the sense of physical dis-

tance) with similar prefix as long as possible. The second

solution is to implement some naming service and adapt ID

generating to this service. Another area were we would like

to be involved in is security, especially secure AE network

join and secure message transport. We would also like to

implement AAA (Authentication, Authorization, Auditing)

into the jSon.
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